7. All cartoons or other drawings should be made in perfectly black India ink on bristol-board or other fine-grained white paper. The original drawings should be fully twice the size they are intended to appear, and properly scaled, so that errors may be reduced to a minimum when the smaller reproduction is made.

8. Carefully punctuate all articles. Somebody else will have to if you do not.

With these directions the Lounger wishes everybody success in their literary endeavors. Whether it is possible to follow them all or not, go ahead and write something, just the same. THE TECH probably does not look to the attainment of a physical impossibility, for its Editors have taken altogether too many condition examinations in Polly Con to believe that a man can write on one side of a bristol-board with India ink when there is nothing but a stub pencil and the edge of a newspaper within his reach. The Lounger generally puts down his mental wanderings with a blue pencil on any kind of paper he can purloin. Sometimes they are published, and sometimes not. In either case he does his duty to the paper, and that is what THE TECH wishes from the students in general. Go ahead and write.

College Notes.

Cornell opened Thursday, with over 1,200 students.

Phillips Exeter Academy began its 107th year Wednesday, September 18th.

It is expected that the total enrollment at Harvard this year will be over 2,100.

The college buildings at Trinity this year, for the first time in their history, are found insufficient to accommodate the whole body of students.

Andover has 303 students in attendance at present.

During the recent commencement season, the gifts to colleges and other educational institutions amounted to nearly $3,000,000.

It is said that some unusual restrictions in athletics will be placed upon the Amherst students this year.